
Press release: 
  

NEW COVID-19 TESTING PROGRAMME STARTS AT SLATER HARRISON 
  

• Government-backed rapid testing programme to begin in Slater Harrison, 

Bollington to help protect people most at risk  

• Partnership between Slater Harrison and Department of Health and Social Care 

to use rapid lateral flow tests to work towards returning life to as normal as 

possible.  

• Testing of employees to begin on 15th March 2021 

  

A rapid testing programme is launching at Slater Harrison & Co. Ltd in Bollington, as part of 
the Government’s ongoing UK-wide drive to increase the availability of testing and help stop 
the spread of Covid-19.  
   
Around one in three people who are infected with Covid-19 have no symptoms, so could be 
spreading the disease without knowing it. Broadening testing to identify those showing no 
symptoms will mean finding positive cases more quickly and preventing the spread of 
infection. Each positive result from a rapid test is one that would not have been found 
otherwise, helping break chains of transmission in our communities and workplaces and 
protecting those at highest risk.  
   
From 15th March 2021, Slater Harrison & Co. Ltd will receive lateral flow tests, provided by 
NHS Test and Trace, as part of a government scheme of employer-led testing. 
   
Use of multiple testing technologies, including lateral flow devices, is finding more positive 
cases, meaning people can isolate and prevent the spread of the disease. Rapid testing, 
using lateral flow tests, can return test results within 30 minutes. Rapid testing is providing 
people in environments such as hospitals, schools, universities and workplaces with 
reassurance that they are not infectious, or allow them to isolate more quickly if they are.  
   
Lateral flow tests used by the UK Government go through a rigorous evaluation by the 
country’s leading scientists. Tests detect cases with high levels of virus, making them 
effective in finding infectious individuals who aren’t showing any symptoms and are the most 
likely to transmit the disease. 
  
Health Minister Lord Bethell said: 
  

“We’ve already come so far since first setting up a national testing programme at an 
unprecedented pace to help counter COVID-19, but we continue to strive to go 
further, faster. 
  
“Lateral flow tests hold the key to the next phase of our ambition to see rapid testing 
available to people across the country.  
  
“I’m delighted that Slater Harrison are working with us to use the latest technology in 
BOLLINGTON, and I look forward to seeing the fruits of their labour, both in helping 
target the virus locally, and helping find ways to roll this technology out further.” 

  
Baroness Dido Harding, Interim Executive Chair of the National Institute for Health 
Protection, said: 
  

“The innovation and evolution of NHS Test and Trace continues to improve our detection 
of positive cases and I am incredibly proud of the speed at which we have been able to 



roll out these initiatives to protect more people more quickly. This is a national effort and 
a partnership of public and private sectors is instrumental in our response to this virus. 
  
“Around one in three people with COVID-19 don’t display symptoms, meaning you can 
infect others unknowingly. This rapid testing programme with Slater Harrison is one of 
many that will inform our understanding of how rapid asymptomatic testing can be 
operationalised in the real world to protect those at high risk, find the virus and help us 
go back to as normal a way of life as possible.” 

  
For media enquiries about the mass testing programme please contact the DHSC 
media centre. 
  
NOTES TO EDITORS 

• ENGLAND ONLY - Anyone testing positive for the virus in England will be contacted 
by NHS Test and Trace to help them trace their contacts. This will help people to 
identify who they may have been in close contact with, protecting others from further 
transmission. Close contacts of those testing positive will also hear from NHS Test 
and Trace, asking them to stay at home for 10 days to prevent them from 
unknowingly spreading the virus.  

• See further information on rapid workplace testing here: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/more-employers-sign-up-to-rapid-testing-to-
protect-workforce 

• See latest testing statistics here: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-
information-for-the-public  

• Lateral flow tests used by the UK government go through a rigorous evaluation by 
the country’s leading scientists.  

• LFDs detect cases with high levels of virus, making them effective in finding 
individuals who are the most likely to transmit the disease, including those not 
showing symptoms. 

• Rapid testing has a different, but crucial role to play in the fight 
against coronavirus, and should not be directly compared to lab-
based PCR tests which are available for anyone with coronavirus symptoms. They 
complement PCR testing (which identifies almost all cases including those with very 
low viral loads and has capacity to process over 800,000 tests a day) by returning a 
result almost immediately within 30 minutes and finding positive cases with high 
levels of virus that are easy to transmit to others.   

• Extensive clinical evaluation from Public Health England and the University 
of Oxford research shows lateral flow tests are specific and sensitive enough to be 
deployed for mass testing, including for asymptomatic people. The Oxford University 
and Public Health evaluation is available here: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/oxford-university-and-phe-confirm-high-
sensitivity-of-lateral-flow-tests  

• Rapid testing in the workplace, using lateral flow tests, aims to help protect those at 
highest risk and provide vital information to help inform further rollout of the rapid 
testing technology in future. Organisations signed up to workplace testing already 
include Royal Mail, Tate & Lyle Sugars, Primula, Moy Park, Octopus Energy, Apetito, 
and DVLA. 

• Hundreds of thousands of these tests are already being carried 
out every day, with the majority taking place at dedicated test sites for people without 
symptoms, which can be found in a range of community settings such as universities, 
schools, care homes and workplaces.  

• Please see words from Chief Medical Adviser for NHS Test and Trace, Susan 
Hopkins on lateral flow tests: 

• 10 January: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/statement-from-chief-
medical-adviser-for-nhs-test-and-trace-susan-hopkins-on-community-testing 
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• 8 December: https://publichealthmatters.blog.gov.uk/2020/12/08/lateral-flow-
testing-new-rapid-tests-to-detect-covid-19/ 
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